ASS AND LOSSES BY DEER FOR 1924 to AUG.
As Table Forks Wins From St. Roberts Interests and Lends a Hand.
As Table Forks has placed the St. Roberts Interests in a heap for a couple of years past, the Interests were looking for something to make a real show of, and last week the Interests seemed to have it. A large crowd turned out to see the Interests defeat the Fishers in the benefit game at the Forks.

The Interests started slowly but soon got the better of the Fishers, the Interests scored 4, the Fishers 1.

Two Fishers Out For Boysters
The Fishers had a few chances in the game, but the Fishers only had two runners on base, and the Fishers were out by inhuman scoring. The Interests scored 1 in the ninth, and the Fishers scored 1 in the same inning.

The score was 5-3.

LEONARD WINS CHAMPIONSHIP
Leonard, in the first game of the grand championship, played very well, and the Fishers were not far behind the Fishers.

Leonard scored 1 in the first, and the Fishers scored 1 in the same inning.

The score was 2-2.

PRESTON WINS FINALS
Preston won the championship game, the Fishers scoring 1 in the first and 2 in the ninth.

The score was 5-2.

Fisher Reports
The Fishers will continue to play this week, and the Fishers will play the Interests on Wednesday.
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